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FROM THE EDITORS 
 

Welcome to the first issue of MANOVRITI magazine which is 

enthralled with interesting prepositions. We have tried our level best to 

make sure this memoir helps you in recapitulating your eventful journey 

in B.C.M. ARYA. For this we are really grateful to our Principal mam 

and School Management for providing us this platform where we can 

share our thoughts and can apply them for our bright future. Through 

this magazine we can hold together the overall development of students 

along with academics and co-curricular activities. Children are like buds 

in a garden and should be carefully and lovingly nurtured, as they are 

the future of the nation and citizens of tomorrow and through this 

magazine we are trying to lead them to righteous path. 

With Best Wishes 

Mrs. Richa Kamboj 

EDITORIAL BOARD 
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#FOMO(Fear Of Missing Out) 

# Likes Equals To Achievement 

 

#Reel vs Real Life 

#Technology Overpowering Emotions 

#Internet Offset Is a Beset 

#TAKE A BREAK

K 

#Post before You Toast 

#What’s Important 



 

Do you ever find yourself procrastinating from a task due to scrolling on Instagram or 

Facebook? When was the last time you studied or watched the entire episode of a series or 

talked to your family member without checking your phone? And when was the last time you 

searched something on web without opening your social media account. Some popular social 

media platforms, but are not limited to, are Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and Snapchat. These 

platforms allow the user to post statuses and photographs so other people can view them. The 

claim is that social media isn’t rare or unique, since there are billions of accounts made already; 

it won’t make an individual stand out more than others. 

As a part of my daily routine the first and last thing to do is to check the social media 

account. What do I check on my Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat or 

WhatsApp……yes….looking what all my friends(so called) are up to. And it actually pervades 

through the rest of my day too. Checking is inherited while doing anything from buying food 

to eating, while walking and not to IGNORE….even during washroom breaks. The time I 

heard that beep sound on my phone, it diverted me off my work leaving me perplexed, most 

of the times. 

Social media is a critical platform for making and staying in touch with friends. Given 

this, and the frequency with which many teens use social media, it is not surprising that teen 

social media users report that social media makes them feel better connected to their friends’ 

feelings and to information about what is going on in their friends’ lives. More than eight-in-

ten (83%) social media-using teens say social media makes them more connected to 

information about what is happening in their friends’ lives and 70% say these social platforms 

better connect them to their friends’ feelings. 

The snapchat story of all your friends at an excursion which to be honest was probably 

flat, apart from that moment they all posted for a selfie. The ravishing photos uploaded by your 

(so called) friends, which gives you an inferiority complex are heavily filtered and 

photoshopped. The never-ending knowledge flaunting tweets and status updates, check-ins of 

celebrated places make us feel overwhelmed and that our life is not even marginal. The 

rationale that nobody’s life is perfect and that what people share on social media is curated and 

edited often goes futile during these times. 

I have heard the majority of social media users talking about how anxious, distressed or 

depressed they feel while scrolling through the social media apps, trapped in the vicious circle 

of ogling others and comparing themselves, resulting in poor mental health. 

In one of the cases a student said that she would wake up in cold sweat at midnight and 

drag down the smart gadget to see if she has received any comments to her crisp declaration. 

She suffered the loss of her mental health but could not get rid of this addiction of the 

Facebook. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

The Purpose of Social Media 

People are using social media for a variety of purposes. The four main uses of social 

media form the acronym SLIM: sharing, learning, interacting, and marketing. 

Sharing- With social media, you can share information and ideas in a variety of ways. 

Different outlets allow you to publish your own ideas in writing, with pictures, or through 

videos and voice recordings; and you can also hyperlink your audience to interesting articles, 

pictures, and videos. 

Learning- Social media can also serve as personal learning tools. You can get updates 

about your friends and family, or learn about what’s happening in your community and around 

the world. The immediacy of the information flow allows you to get the gist of the latest news 

almost as it happens.  

Interacting- Maybe the most powerful element of social media is their interactive nature. 

Social media break the traditional barriers of time and distance between people. With video 

chat technologies like Skype, you can talk to people face-to-face anywhere in the world. On 

Facebook and mobile devices, you can chat digitally and text with your friends and family.  

Marketing- More and more, social media are being used for marketing purposes. 

Businesses use social media to promote themselves and their products. Non-profit 

organizations raise funds and promote charity events. Individuals market themselves to 

prospective employers. And you can use social media to promote ideas and events that are 

important to you. 

But actually, the real purpose is lost and now we are so much addicted that we have lost 

the real sense of it. People are more influenced by the reel friends than the real ones.  

The constant pressure of posting one thing or the other in which people seek attention and 

validation through likes and comments is quite frustrating. You read other people’s status 

updates and you think that’s who they are. And then you try to compete with that image and 

instead of polishing up. You FAKE UP. So, it becomes an artificial construct or a fake version 

of us. 

People especially adolescents want to quit the social media because they are devoting an 

unhealthy proportion of their time on it, losing out on their studies and affecting relationships. 

And just to amaze you if you go on a social media fasting or quitting, it can go to the core of 

your emotions and can modify you inexplicably. 

 

What Happens When You Quit Social Media? 

You may be anxious, at least at first- Before we get into the positive effects of quitting 

social media, it’s important to address the negative ones, i.e., your immediate reaction may be 

one of anxiety or stress. Of course, this feeling is temporary and is likely a withdrawal-based 

reaction as withdrawal, by definition, is the act or process of ceasing something. It includes 

the physical and emotional response we feel to giving something up. And while this can be 

stressful and anxiety-inducing, don’t fret: This response is short-lived. Feelings of anxiety 

usually pass in just a few days. 



 

You may also feel lonely or disconnected- In addition to being anxious in the hours, 

days, and weeks after “giving up” social media, you may also feel lonely or disconnected. 

After all, one of the greatest attributes of social media is how connected it makes us feel. 

FOMO, or fear of missing out, is also a real response. But the good news is there are other 

ways to stay connected. Texts, emails, and phone calls are great. Online clubs and support 

groups are a nice way to meet like-minded people, and there is no substitute for in-person 

meetup, when safe, of course. 

Your mental health will improve- While you may feel discontent shortly after quitting 

social media, the truth is “logging out” (or off) is beneficial to your mental health. In fact, 

numerous studies have shown a direct correlation between depression and excessive social 

media use. “Social media use has been linked with increased levels of anxiety and depression,” 

Dr. Oz tells Parade, “Especially in the teenage population. A 2019 study of more than 6,500 

12- to 15-year-olds it is found that those who spent more than three hours a day using social 

media might be at heightened risk for mental health problems.” If, you’re nervous, down, or 

burnt out, it may be time to step away from social media—and the screen. 

You will be more productive- Did you ever “lose” an hour scrolling through social 

media? How about 15 minutes? Many of us have. It’s easy to get lost online. But Amy Morin, 

LCSW, tells Parade that many people feel better when they get their time back. “Scrolling for 

a few minutes here can add up to hours every day,” she says. “But when my clients give up 

social media, they feel freer and more productive.” 

You may become more in tune with emotions- One of the most surprising benefits of 

quitting social media is its effect on our emotions and how we understand emotions. “Quitting 

social media can also help you read emotions better,” Morin explains. “Many studies have 

found that social media interferes with our ability to pick up on social cues and subtle 

emotional expressions. Taking a break from social media allows those skills to return.” It can 

also aid with emotional regulation. 

Eye strain will be reduced- While social media—in and of itself—isn’t the cause of eye 

strain, spending excessive time on your computer, cell phone, and/or other devices can cause 

vision problems. According to the Kraff Eye Institute, digital eye strain affects about 50 

percent of computer users. And can cause a wide range of problems, including headaches, 

blurred vision, dry eyes, and neck and shoulder pain. To minimize the bad effects you should 

log off of the computer — and out of social media. 

Your posture will improve- While it may seem strange to mention improved posture in 

relation to social media, cutting down on cell phone and computer usage can do wonders for 

your neck and back. When we go on social media from our phones and devices, we 

unfortunately assume a slouched position, our shoulders are pulled forward and our back is not 

straight, and this poor posture can strain our back and neck muscles. It can also contribute to 

headaches. The good news is that poor posture can be corrected, easily and painlessly, with 

stretching and strengthening exercises and a change to our daily routine. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


